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igo. Perhaps some of the very same boulders, and the
ancestors of the same flowers, had lain there or had
blossomed just the same. Then all of a sudden the
clouds rolled up and blotted it all out in two minutes;
and what I had seen might well have been a dream. It
is extraordinary the way the clouds come up in those
hills.
I had an excellent breakfast. Then I went outside,
and the weather had cleared again. Looking to the
right of the Mount of Olives one sees the two towers
that I had already noticed from the air. They are
both German and relatively modern. One is a convent,
I believe, and the other the Residency. Embry and I
climbed up the hill at the back of the Mess, over sort
of rough boulder-strewn mounds, rich with grass and
flowers; and everywhere were old bits of ruins, some
half sunk in the ground; remnants of arches, and things
that looked like cellars, and odd pieces of chiselled stone.
This stone is too soft to use on the roads, and they say
that stone has to be carted from Syria.
There was one thing that was secretly worrying me
to death. We had got into Kulundia* How the devil
were we ever to get out? It was 2,600 feet up and
surrounded on all sides by hills coming almost to its
very edge. There was indeed one outlet, along the
road to Jerusalem, that had looked possible. But
would the wind be favourable? After thinking things
over I came to the conclusion that in order to get off
we should have to jettison pretty nearly everything.
I had got in touch with Gallehawk at Ramleh, and he
had sent a lorry, grinding up the 27 miles to Jerusalem,
with empty tins and two 5o-gallon Bowser petrol tanks.
The lorry arrived at about ten o'clock*    We want

